
Initiation of the Numerial Investigation of the HybridPlasma Thruster TIHTUSIEPC-2007-14Presented at the 30th International Eletri Propulsion Conferene, Florene, ItalySeptember 17-20, 2007Uwe Bauder,∗ Markus Fertig,† Hannah Böhrk,‡ Georg Herdrih§ and Dejan Petkow¶Institut für Raumfahrtsysteme, Universität Stuttgart, 70550 Stuttgart, GermanyandMonika Auweter-Kurtz‖Universität Hamburg, 20146 Hamburg, GermanyThe two-staged hybrid plasma thruster TIHTUS onsists of an arjet as the �rst stageand an indutively oupled plasma generator as the seond stage. In order to numeriallysimulate the thruster, a disharge solver has to be implemented in a simulation ode. Theexisting models for the indutive disharge use the magneti vetor potential to simplifyMaxwell's equations. These models neglet the Hall e�et in Ohm's law. When the Hall ef-fet is onsidered, the resulting disharge equation is not independant in time and thereforemuh more omplex. Hene, the dimension of the Hall urrent density is roughly estimatedby an analytial model of the radial distribution of the magneti �eld. The results showthat the Hall e�et should not be negleted and has to be further investigated.Nomenlature
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~v plasma veloity
Vj ratio of urrent densities
z axial oordinateSubsripts
coil indution oil
e eletrons
eff e�etive
h hall e�et
i ionsSymbols
β hall parameter
ǫ0 eletri permittivity
µ0 magneti permeability
ω frequeny
ωe Larmor frequeny of eletrons
ρ harge density
σ eletri ondutivity
τe mean ollision time of eletrons
θ azimuthal oordinateHERTA High Enthalpy Radiation Transport AlgorithmHIPARC HIgh Power ARCjetIPG Indutively heated Plasma GeneratorIRS Institut für Raumfahrtsysteme (Institute of Spae Systems)SINA Sequential Iterative Non-equilibrium AlgorithmTIHTUS Thermal-Indutive Hybrid Truster of the Universität StuttgartI. IntrodutionAt the Institute of Spae Systems (IRS), a hybrid plasma thruster is urrently under experimental1�3 andnumerial4 investigation. TIHTUS (Thermal-Indutive Heated Thruster of the Universität Stuttgart)is two-staged and onsists of an arjet as the �rst stage and an indutively heated plasma generator (IPG)as the seond stage. The plasma plume downstream the arjet has high temperature and veloity in theore and lower energies in the surrounding �ow. To inrease the energy in the plasma �ow, the seond stageindutively ouples energy into the older region of the plasma near the wall. For better understanding of theinteration of the various physial phenomena and for a omparison of the experimental results, numerialinvestigations of the thruster are needed. After the validation of the numerial ode, e�orts in optimizingthrust and e�ieny of TIHTUS are intended.

Figure 1. Priniple of TIHTUS2The 30
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Figure 1 shows the priniple of the hybrid thruster. The �rst stage of TIHTUS is a high power arjet ofthe 100 kW lass, that is alled HIPARC. The plasma �ow of the �rst stage is expanded in a nozzle beforeentering the seond stage. The out�ow of the �rst stage has a fast and hot ore with steep gradients to theouter regions, as already mentioned. The plasma then enters the seond stage, an IPG, where an additionalmass �ow an be added. Due to the skin e�et, mostly the older regions of the �ow near the wall areheated by the indutive disharge. This inreases the energy in the plasma and hene the spei� impulseand thrust. Moreover, the radial pro�le of the plasma �ow is made more homogeneous by the seond stage,whih may be interesting for plasma tehnology proesses. For optimization of the thruster there are severalinteresting possibilities. One is the eletri input power of the single stages and their ratio to eah other.The geometry of the thruster and its single stages will also be of interest as well as the frequeny of theindutive disharge, whih is of ourse depending on the geometry of the oil. This leads to a large amountof experiments needed for an optimization of TIHTUS. Some of these experimental optimizations, espeiallywhen the e�et of di�erent geometries is examined, take a lot of time and money. This e�ort is intended tobe redued by numerial simulations.II. The program system SINAFor the numerial simulation of TIHTUS the program system SINA (Sequential Iterative Non-equilibriumAlgorithm) is used. It was developed in order to numerially simulate the omplex thermal and hemialphenomena in the plasma wind tunnel failities at the IRS.5 It an also be applied to axisymmetri plasmasoures or thrusters with an eletri ar. SINA onsists of three di�erent semi-impliit and expliit inde-pendent solvers whih are loosely oupled, as shown in Fig. 2. It is also possible to additionally use the(external) radiation solver HERTA5 (High Enthalpy Radiation Transport Algorithm), whih omputes theradiation transport in the �ow �eld.6
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Figure 2. Iteration sheme of SINA with the three di�erent solversThe �ow solver (Navier-Stokes solver) aounts for mass, momentum and total energy onservation. Theusage of multi-blok grids enables SINA to deal with omplex geometries although strutured grids are used.SINA also exists in a version, whih runs on parallel omputers to save time.The seond solver is alled CVE solver and determines the Chemial omposition and solves the onserva-tion equations for Vibrational energy and Eletron energy in addition. It employs omplex thermo-hemialrelaxation models for di�erent gases. In order to ope with the onditions in plasma wind tunnels, the trans-port properties are alulated for partially ionized air in hemial and thermal non-equilibrium employing an11-omponent air model. The veri�ation of the modelling of the omplex thermal and hemial phenomenawas performed by omparison with experimental data for air as �ow medium.The third solver (disharge solver) is used to solve the disharge equation in order to aount for ohmiheating and magneti aeleration in magnetoplasmadynami plasma generators. At this time only a DCdisharge of arjets an be treated by the disharge solver. Thus, this part of the ode has to be further3The 30
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developed. The new disharge solver has to be able to solve both DC and RF disharge for a simulation ofTIHTUS. Sine the DC disharge is already implemented, the RF disharge is the atual �eld of researh.III. Consideration of indutive heatingThe energy is oupled indutively into the plasma at the seond stage of TIHTUS. The RF �elds of theoil indue an azimuthal eletri �eld. This �eld auses an azimuthal urrent, that heats the plasma. Dueto the skin e�et, this heating takes plae in an annular zone near the oil. It is important to know the RF�elds and the urrent density in the plasma in order to get the soure terms of the ohmi heating ~j ~E andLorentz fore ~j × ~B for the �ow �eld solver. Several similar models for the indutive disharge in IPGs arealready presented in literature.7�9A. Existing modelsThe governing equations for eletromagneti �elds are Maxwell's equations
∇× ~B = µ0

(

~j + ǫ0
∂ ~E

∂t

)

, Ampère's law, (1)
∇× ~E = −

∂ ~B

∂t
, Faraday's law of indution, (2)

∇ · ~E =
ρ

ǫ0
, Gauss' law, (3)

∇ · ~B = 0, absene of magneti monopoles. (4)Additionally, Ohm's law
~j = σ( ~E + ~v × ~B) −

ωeτe

B
(~j × ~B) +

σ

ene
∇pe (5)is needed to lose Maxwell's equations. Equation (5) is Ohm's law for the presene of a magneti �eld.10, 11The �rst term on the right hand side is the urrent driven by the eletri �eld and the indued eletri �eld

~E′ = ~v × ~B by the motion of the plasma through the magneti �eld. The seond term is the Hall urrentdensity and the last is the urrent density aused by the eletron pressure di�usion.One of the �rst to derive a two-dimensional eletromagneti model was MKelliget.7 In all existing mod-els quasineutral plasma (ne = ni) is assumed, whih means that the harge density in Eq. (3) is ρ = 0. Thedisplaement urrent (ǫ0 ∂E/∂t) is negligible for σǫ ≫ ωe,11 whih is the ase for the frequenies of IPGs.MKelliget uses the very simple form of Ohm's law ~j = σ ~E, whih neglets the plasma movement, the Halle�et and eletron pressure di�usion. To the knowledge of the authors, all of the existing models use themagneti vetor potential ~A, whih is de�ned by ~B = ∇× ~A, to simplify Maxwell's equations.As an example, the derivation of the model of Sleziona8 is shown here, beause this model uses the moredetailed form of Ohm's law
~j = σ( ~E + ~v × ~B) (6)and it is used in the simulation ode ARCHE,8 whih was developed at the IRS to numerially simulateIPGs. Combining Ampère's law (Eq. 1) with the vetor potential ansatz ~B = ∇× ~A results in

∇× (∇× ~A) = µ0
~j −

1

c2

∂2 ~A

∂t2
, (7)whih an be further simpli�ed by using the Lorenz alibration

∇ · ~A +
1

c2

∂

∂t
Φ = 0. (8)Negleting the eletrostati potential Φ leads to an inhomogeneous equation of waves4The 30
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µ0
~j =

1

c2

∂2 ~Ac

∂t2
−∇2 ~A. (9)In this equation, ~j an be expressed by Ohm's law without the Hall term (Eq. (6)). The vetor potentialosillates with the frequeny ω and hene an be expressed as ~A(~r, t) = ~Ac(~r) · eiωt, where the supersript cdenotes a omplex vetor. Then, Eq. (9) beomes a elliptial equation of the omplex vetor potential

∇2 ~Ac − iωµ0σ ~Ac + µ0σ~v ×∇× ~Ac +
ω2

c2
~Ac = 0. (10)Note that this equation is independant in time. The derivation in time of Eq. (9) is removed by derivatingthe exponential term of the omplex vetor potential. The exponential term itself, whih represents the timedependany, is then anelled down in every term of the equation.The eletromagneti �eld quantities are obtained from the solution of Eq. (10) by

~E = −iω ~A (11)and
~B = ∇× ~A. (12)The boundary onditions are derived from an analytial solution of Maxwell's equations.12 Some newermodels9 obtain the boundary values for the grid within the disharge tube from an extended grid outsidethe tube, where the vetor potential equation is also solved. For this extended grid the boundary onditionis simply ~A = 0 at eah boundary.When trying to express ~j in Eq. (9) by the detailed form of Ohm's law (Eq. (5)), inluding the Hallterm, the time dependany an not be fully removed. This is due to ~j × ~B. Regarding only this term, using

~B = ∇× ~A = ∇× ( ~Ac · eiωt) and Ampère's law (Eq. (1)) we get
~j × ~B =

1

µ0
∇× (∇× ~A) × (∇× ~A) = e2iωt ·

1

µ0
∇× (∇× ~Ac) × (∇× ~Ac). (13)For simpliity, the displaement urrent in Ampère's law is negleted here. The problem is that the expo-nential term appears squared in this equation, whih shows that the Hall urrent density osillates with thefrequeny 2ω. Hene it an not be fully anelled down, as it is possible when deriving Eq. (10) withoutthe Hall urrent density. This means that the vetor potential ansatz does not lead to a time independantequation when regarding the Hall e�et in Ohm's law.B. Estimation of Hall urrent densityAs mentioned above, all known models disregard the term for the Hall urrent density in Ohm's law withoutexplanatory statement. Considering the Hall urrent density auses problems when deriving a dishargeequation using the vetor potential, as already shown. Hene the in�uene of the Hall e�et on the urrentdensity in the plasma should be estimated in order to see whether it may be negleted or not.For this estimation we use the model desribed by Petkow,13, 14 whih derives a radial distribution ofthe magneti �eld ~H(r) from Helmholtz equations. Within this analyti model for a quasineutral plasma, aonstant ondutivity σeff is assumed in the simple version of Ohm's law

~j = σeff
~E. (14)With ǫr = µr = 1, whih is a good approximation for an indutively heated plasma,15 and using a harmonidesription for waves ~F = F0 · e

i(ωt−~k~r), one obtains the vetorial Helmholtz equation
∆ ~H − iµ0ωσeff

~H + ǫ0µ0ω
2 ~H = 0. (15)Note that the Helmhotz equation is independant in time. The seond term (−iµ0ωσeff

~H) desribes theindutive operation mode of the IPG, while ǫ0µ0ω
2 ~H desribes the dieletri mode of operation. The latteran be negleted for the operation frequenies of the IPG.15 The Helmholtz equation for ~H beomes5The 30
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∆ ~H − iµ0ωσeff
~H = 0. (16)The equation for the eletri �eld is derived analogously and is

∆ ~E − iµ0ωσeff
~E = 0. (17)The power indution from the oil to the plasma is desribed with the model of a urrent transformer.Assuming an in�nitely long oil, the one-dimensional model leads to the assumption of an axial magneti�eld with no radial or azimuthal omponent. It is onstant in z- and θ-diretion, but damped in r-diretiondue to the skin e�et. For the radial damping of the RF �elds,

δ =

√

2

µ0σeffω
=

1
√

πµ0σefff
(18)is the penetration depth of the eletri �eld for the assumption of strong damping.16 Here, δ is the thiknessof the annular zone, where 85% of the total power is oupled into the plasma. These assumptions and thesubstitution ζ = (−i)1/2 · r/δ lead to

d2Hz

dζ2
+

1

ζ

dHz

dζ
+ Hz = 0, (19)whih has the form of a Bessel di�erential equation of the order of zero. The solution of the one-dimensionalHelmholtz equation is

Hz(r) = Hcoil
J0(ar)

J0(aR)
(20)with the Bessel funtion J0. This funtion an be splitted into the real and the imaginary part aording to

J0 = F + iG, where the funtions F and G are
F

( δ

R

)

= Re[J0(a · R)] =

∞
∑

m=0

(−1)m

22m[(2m)!]2

(R

δ

)4m (21)and
G

( δ

R

)

= Im[J0(a · R)] = −

∞
∑

m=1

(−1)m22m

2[(2m − 1)!]2

( R

2δ

)4m−2

, (22)with a = ζ/r. These equations are known as Kelvin funtions. The independant variable is δ/R. When theradius of the disharge tube R is replaed by r, δ results from a given δ/R and a known R.
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Figure 3. Radial plot of ratio VH of the magneti �eld in the plasma |Hz| and the magneti �eld of the oil
Hcoil for di�erent ratios δ/R aording to Petkow13Finally, the ratio of the magneti �eld |Hz | and the magneti �eld of the oil Hcoil an be obtained from13

|Hz(r)|

Hcoil
=

√

[F (r)F (δ/R) + G(r)G(δ/R)]2 + [F (δ/R)G(r) − F (r)G(δ/R)]2

F 2(δ/R) + G2(δ/R)
, (23)whih is shown in Fig. 3 for a varying ratio of δ/R. Assuming a long oil, the magnitude of the magneti�eld |Hz| in the plasma an be obtained by

|Hz(r)| =
|Hz(r)|

Hcoil
· Icoil ·

ncoil

lcoil
. (24)Here, Icoil is the urrent in the oil, ncoil is the number of turns and lcoil the length of the oil. This radialdistribution of the magneti �eld is obtained without onsidering the Hall e�et, sine for the derivation ofthe Helmholz equation the simpli�ed Ohm's law (Eq. (14) was applied. Now, the urrent density aused bythe Hall e�et an be roughly estimated. The Hall urrent density is equal to the third term in Ohm's law(Eq. (5))

~jh = −
ωeτe

B
(~j × ~B), (25)The fration of the eletron ylotron frequeny ωe and the mean ollision time for the eletrons τe dividedby the magneti �ux density B an be shortened by

ωeτe

B
=

eB

me

σme

ene

1

B
=

σ

ene
= β, (26)where β is the Hall parameter. Assuming an azimuthal urrent density, an axial magneti �eld and negletingthe negative diretion, the Hall urrent density beomes

jh = jβB (27)To estimate the in�uene of the Hall e�et, the ratio of Hall urrent density to the azimuthal urrent density
Vh(r) =

jh(r)

j(r)
= βB(r) = βµ0

|Hz(r)|

Hcoil
· Icoil ·

ncoil

lcoil
(28)is of interest. The ratio |Hz|/Hcoil is determined from Eq. (23). For the solution of this equation, sevenvariables are needed: Icoil, f, ncoil, lcoil, R, σ and ne. The �rst �ve an be taken from experiment, sine they7The 30
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are geometri values or operation parameters. The last two, namely the eletri ondutivity and the eletronnumber density, are taken from numerial simulations.For all parameters, the IPG315 of the IRS will be the referene with a tube radius of R = 0.04 m and
ncoil = 3 to 5 turns of the oil, whih has a length of lcoil = 0.15 m. The operational frequeny rangesfrom 0.5 MHz to 1.5 MHz and the urrent in the oil ranges from 200 A up to more than 600 A. The eletriondutivity σ and the eletron density ne are not yet desribed by an approximating analytial expression,but results of the operating onditions. Numerial simulations show that σ ranges between 2500 S/m and
3500 S/m in the disharge region and is muh lower in the ore of the plasma �ow. Depending on pressureand deviation from thermal equilibrium, these ondutivities orrespond roughly to temperatures of up to
12500 K.17 Eletron density is less than 5 · 1020 1/m3.Figure 4 shows the radial distribution of the ratio of the Hall urrent density and the azimuthal urrentdensity for moderate parameters: Icoil = 300 A, ncoil = 3, lcoil = 0.15 m, R = 0.04 m and f = 700 kHz. Theresulting values for σ = 3000 1/(Ωm) and ne = 3.5 · 1020 1/m3 within the disharge region near the wall areapproximated as onstant over r. Aording to Fig. 4, the Hall urrent density is above roughly 20% up to40% of the azimuthal urrent density within the disharge region near the oil.

Figure 4. Radial plot of ratio Vj of hall urrent jh and azimuthal urrent density j for moderate parametersThe urrent density ratio (Eq. (28)) is diretly proportional to the number of turns and the urrent of theoil. It is reiproally proportional to the length of the oil and the eletron number density. In order to getan estimate of the minimum ratio of urrent densities, ncoil = 3 and Icoil = 200 A are set to their lower endvalues and ne = 5 · 1020 1/m3 to its maximum. The eletri ondutivity is set to σ = 2500 1/(Ωm), whihorresponds to a temperature of about 10000 K. The result is shown in Fig. 5. The Hall urrent density isstill more than 5% to 15% of the azimuthal urrent density in the disharge region.
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Figure 5. Radial plot of ratio Vj of Hall urrent jh and azimuthal urrent density j for onservative parametersThis rough estimation of the Hall urrent density in the IPG shows that it is questionable to negletthe Hall e�et in the modeling of the RF disharge, at least when the operating onditions are within thepreviously given range. Looking at Eq. (28), one an see that this statement strongly depends on the oilurrent and the number of turns of the oil as primary parameters and the eletron number density andeletri ondutivity as resulting variables. The frequeny does not hange the maximum of the urrentdensity ratio, but the minimum (and the slope of the urve), beause of a stronger damping of the �eldswith higher frequeny, resulting in a thinner disharge region δ. Note that the Hall urrent density was notonsidered within the derivation of the magneti �eld distribution, but estimated afterwards. The resultsshow that a more detailed investigation of the Hall e�et in indutively oupled plasmagenerators has to beperformed. IV. Summary and OutlookThe modeling of the disharge in the seond stage of the two-staged hybrid plasma thruster TIHTUSwas disussed above. The existing models for an indutive disharge use the magneti vetor potential toredue Maxwell's equations. This method, however, does not lead to a time independant equation, whenonsidering the Hall urrent density in Ohm's law. In order to estimate the proportion of the Hall urrentdensity in omparison to the azimuthal urrent density, a 1D analyti model with radial damping of theeletromagneti �elds was used. The results show that the Hall term in Ohm's law may not be negleted forthe typial operating onditions of the indutive plasma generator IPG at the IRS.Due to the fat that the Hall urrent density in the disharge region may not be negleted, most probablya new disharge solver has to be developed for SINA in order to numerially simulate the hybrid thrusterTIHTUS. This solver has to be able to handle both the disharge of the arjet and the indutive dishargeof the seond stage, most probably regarding the Hall e�et.Sine TIHTUS uses hydrogen as propellant, the module for the omputation of the plasmas hemialomposition has to be extended. In this proess the hemistry module is intended to be onverted into amore general formulation whih allows an easy adaption to other gases than air and hydrogen.Referenes
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